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THEORY  
 
Theory is used in various senses in the social sciences and humanities. At its broadest, 
theory can be understood as any set of statements and propositions used in explanation 
or interpretation. From a positivist perspective, theory in is subordinated to the tribunal 
of empirical validation – theories generate hypotheses that are tested against evidence, 
with the aim of generating general laws. In this tradition, the value of a theory lies in its 
predictive ability and explanatory power. In geography, this notion of theory was 
associated with the flowering of quantitative approaches from the 1960s, and was marked 
by the attempt to develop uniquely geographical theories. The development of various post-
positivist approaches has led to a shift in the meaning of theory in the discipline. These 
approaches all share the view that there can be no theory-neutral observation, and that 
the validation of any theoretical proposition is underdetermined by empirical evidence. 
Rather, theories are viewed as at least partly constitutive of the objects of empirical study. 
This leads towards forms of grounded theory, wherein empirical observation, concrete 
analysis, and abstraction are combined in ongoing dialogue with one another (Sayer 
1992).     
  
Since the 1980s, there has been a veritable explosion of theory in human geography. 
Graff (1992, 53) argues that theory breaks out in disciplines when “what was once silently 
agreed to in a community becomes disputed, forcing its members to formulate and 
defend assumptions that they previously did not even have to be aware of”. This idea of 
theory ‘breaking out’ is particularly pertinent to the increasing presence of cultural theory 
in human geography. This is both a mark of heightened division within the discipline 
around methods and objects of research, but also of an opening out to other disciplines. 
The inter-disciplinary or even post-disciplinary nature of the theory circulating through 
geography has become increasingly evident in the past two decades: if in the 1980s the 
agenda of Marxist-inflected geography focussed on the spatialization of social theory, 
since the 1990s the heightened geographical imagination of other disciplines has 
generated original contributions to the theorisation of traditional topics such as 
landscape, place, space and scale (Gregory 1994).    
 
This pluralisation of the sources of theory has also been associated with increasing 
attention to the politics of theory. From within geography, the growth of post-positivist 
approaches was closely associated with Harvey’s (1973) distinction between between 
revolutionary, counter-revolutionary, and status-quo theories. Geographers have also 
used of Habermas’ (1972) analysis of the different forms of human interest sustained by 
distinct types of theoretical knowledge, with its explicit argument that ‘critical theory’ 
best serves the causes of human emancipation. Geographer’s treatment of the 
relationship between theory and politics has, though, developed beyond this idea that 
some theories harbour inherent political virtues in themselves, towards a more reflexive 
focus upon the forms of authority embedded in the practices of ‘doing’ theory. Three 
related issues have attracted attention.  
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1). Geographers have been sensitive to the phenomenon of travelling theory. A great 
deal of theory now circulating in geography has been ‘imported’ from other disciplines, 
and this in turn allows geographers to talk across sub-disciplinary divisions and out to 
other scholars. But this raises contentions questions about expertise, competence, and 
the external validation of positions staked internally within the discipline. Theory also has 
a real geography of its own. For example, most theory in the humanities and social 
sciences is actually produced and published in the United States, and more broadly in ‘the 
West’ (Low and Barnett 1996). Other parts of the world are often not accorded value as 
sources of theoretical insight, being relegated to the status of sites for empirical 
investigation. This raises the challenge of ‘learning from other regions’, where this refers 
to the acknowledgement of versions of theoretical work belonging to traditions beyond 
the confines of Western Europe and North America (Slater 1992).  
 
2). Building on this first issue, there are a set of concerns about the types of interpersonal 
authority embedded in the prevalent modes of theoretical commentary in human 
geography. Theory, and not least cultural theory, is associated with forms of mastery that 
construct patterns of closure, emulation, and influence that belie overt claims to political 
radicalism. Feminist writers have been particularly creative in developing new styles of 
theoretical writing that challenge these prevalent forms of academic reasoning (Katz 
1996).  
 
3). In its self-consciously ‘critical’ forms in particular, theory is often understood as a tool 
for exposing the contingent, constructed qualities of phenomena, as an instrument for 
debunking ideologies, mythologies, and misrepresentations. In turn, theory is often 
assumed to be an essential aspect of any practical politics of radical social transformation. 
This is indicative of a deeply rooted ‘scholastic disposition’, whereby it is assumed that 
the detached insights accorded to sceptical academics  provides a privileged entry-point 
for changing the motivations of ordinary people and the mechanics of worldly processes 
(Bourdieu 2000). In response to this sort of scholastic attitude, Thrift (1999, 304) 
recommends what he calls modest theory, understood as a “practical means of going on 
rather than something concerned with enabling us to see, contemplatively, the 
supposedly true nature of what something is”. Non-representational theory is meant to 
exemplify this notion of modest theoretical practice. However, its characteristic modes of 
presentation reiterate many of the rhetorical devices of distinction and exclusion 
associated with conventional forms of grand theory.  
 
Geography remains a discipline deeply suspicious of theory, heavily invested as it is in 
notions such as ‘the field’, ‘empirical work’, ‘politics’, and ‘practice’. These notions are 
often invoked to sustain their own forms of authority, closure, and exclusion. Debates 
about relevance in the discipline often take the form of arguments that there is too much 
theory in geography, or too much of the wrong sort of theory. When faced with such 
arguments, it is always best to remember a simple dictum: “Hostility to theory usually 
means opposition to other people’s theories and an oblivion to one’s own” (Eagleton 
1983, viii).   
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